In addition to classic motor signs and symptoms, Parkinson's disease (PD) is characterized by neuropsychological and emotional deficits, including a blunted emotional response. In the present study, we explored both the neural basis of abnormal emotional behavior in PD and the physiological effects of dopaminergic therapy on the response of the amygdala, a central structure in emotion processing. PD patients and matched normal controls (NCs) were studied with blood oxygenation level-dependent functional magnetic resonance imaging during a paradigm that involved perceptual processing of fearful stimuli. PD patients were studied twice, once during a relatively hypodopaminergic state (i.e., Ն12 hr after their last dose of dopamimetic treatment) and again during a dopamine-replete state. The imaging data revealed a robust bilateral amygdala response in NCs that was absent in PD patients during the hypodopaminergic state. Dopamine repletion partially restored this response in PD patients. Our results demonstrate an abnormal amygdala response in PD that may underlie the emotional deficits accompanying the disease. Furthermore, consistent with findings in experimental animal paradigms, our results provide in vivo evidence of the role of dopamine in modulating the response of the amygdala to sensory information in human subjects.
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There is converging evidence that the cardinal signs of Parkinson's disease (PD) (tremor, rigidity, and bradykinesia) are also accompanied by a progressive pattern of neuropsychological impairment (Dubois and Pillon, 1997 ) that includes abnormal emotion processing (Blonder et al., 1989; Borod et al., 1990; Pell, 1996; Benke et al., 1998; Breitenstein et al., 2001) . Notably, patients with PD have deficits in the production of emotional responses and in the perception of both facial expressions (Jacobs et al., 1995; Breitenstein et al., 1998) and affective prosody (Crucian et al., 2001) , behaviors that have been linked in part to the activity of dopaminergic neurons in the mesencephalon (Hori et al., 1993; Inglis and Moghaddam, 1999; Louilot and Besson, 2000; Greba et al., 2001; Rosenkranz and Grace, 2002) . These findings suggest that the neuropathology of PD likely includes one or more components of the modular network subserving emotion processing. Although the hallmark of PD is dopaminergic neuronal loss in the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc), leading to striatal denervation and the classic motor signs and symptoms, there is also evidence of considerable degeneration of the nigromesolimbic dopaminergic system that originates in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and medial SNpc (Javoy-Agid and Agid, 1980; Chinaglia et al., 1992) . Importantly, the amygdala, a central structure in mediating emotional behavior, which receives dopaminergic inputs from the VTA and SNpc, has been implicated in the neuropathology of PD (Braak and Braak, 2000) . Consistent with evidence from animal studies illustrating that sensory stimuli laden with affective value engage the amygdala, several recent neuroimaging studies have also revealed that facial expressions, especially those of negative effect, elicit a robust amygdala response in normal human subjects (Davidson and Irwin, 1999; Davis and Whalen, 2001 ).
In the current study, we explored the neural basis of abnormal emotional behavior in PD using blood oxygenation leveldependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to compare the response of the amygdala in patients with PD to that in age-and gender-matched healthy volunteers. We also sought to elucidate the physiological effects of dopaminergic manipulation on the response of the amygdala by studying patients in both relatively hypodopaminergic ("drug off") and dopamine (DA)-replete ("drug on") states. Toward these ends, we used an fMRI paradigm developed by Hariri et al. (2002) , which has demonstrated a strong bilateral amygdala response during the perceptual processing of angry and fearful facial expressions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. Ten right-handed patients with idiopathic Parkinson's disease and 10 right-handed normal controls (NC s) gave written informed consent and participated in the study according to the guidelines of the National Institute of Mental Health Institutional Review Board. Before scanning, all patients underwent a detailed neurological examination. T wo patients with Hoehn and Yahr stage I and eight with stage II (Hoehn and Yahr, 1967) (three females and seven males; mean age Ϯ SE, 59 Ϯ 3.2 years) who were receiving dopaminergic pharmacotherapy (levodopa plus carbidopa alone or in combination with dopamine agonists) participated in the study. Five of them had a history of depression, and three of these five patients were taking antidepressant drugs (sertraline, paroxetine, and bupropion) at the time of our study. Each PD patient was studied twice in a counterbalanced manner during a drug-off state (i.e., Ն12 hr after their last dopaminergic drug dose the night before) and during a drug-on state (i.e., 1-2 hr after the first dose of the day). Dopaminergic drug doses had been adjusted to provide an optimal therapeutic response. A brief neurological examination was performed before each scanning session to rate the severity of patients' motor f unction [Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) motor rating items 18 -31] (Fahn and Elton, 1987) .
Normal controls (three females and seven males; mean age Ϯ SE, 61 Ϯ 3.5 years) were matched for age, gender, and education and had no history of past or present neurological or psychiatric illness. All subjects were asked to refrain from nicotine and caffeine for Ն4 hr before the fMRI studies.
E xperimental paradigm. Both PD patients and NC s completed a blocked fMRI paradigm consisting of two experimental conditions. In the emotion task, subjects were required to select one of two facial expressions (either angry or afraid) that matched that of a simultaneously presented target expression ( Fig. 1 A) . As a control task, subjects were required to match one of two geometric shapes with a simultaneously presented target shape ( Fig. 1 B) .
There were five experimental blocks: two blocks of the emotion task interleaved with three control blocks, each lasting 32 sec. Before the beginning of each block, a brief instruction ("match emotion" or "match form") was presented for 2 sec. For the emotion task, 12 different images were used, six per block, three of each gender, all derived from a standard set of pictures of facial affect (Ekman and Friesen, 1976) . Six different sets of geometric forms were used in the control condition. Images were presented for a period of 5 sec and in a pseudo-randomized manner. During imaging, subjects responded with button presses, allowing for determination of accuracy and reaction time.
Data acquisition. BOLD fMRI data were collected, while subjects performed the task, on a General Electric 1.5T Signa scanner (Milwaukee, W I) using a gradient echo echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence covering 24 axial, interleaved slices (4 mm thick, 1 mm gap), beginning at the cerebral vertex and encompassing the entire cerebrum and the majority of the cerebellum (repetition time/echo time, 2000/28 msec; field of view, 24 cm; matrix, 64 ϫ 64). All scanning parameters were selected to optimize the quality of the BOLD signal while maintaining a sufficient number of slices to acquire whole-brain data. Before the collection of fMRI data for each subject, a reference EPI scan was acquired and caref ully inspected for artifacts, such as susceptibility-related dropout in signal in the medial temporal lobes, particularly in the region of the amygdala, and ghosting. The fMRI data from all subjects for all scan sessions included in the analysis were devoid of such artifacts.
Data anal ysis. Image analysis was completed using SPM99 (w w w.fil. ion.ucl.ac.uk /spm). For each session and subject, the images were realigned to the first image in the time series to correct for head motion. These realigned images were then spatially normalized into a standard stereotactic space (Montreal Neurological Institute template) using a 12 parameter affine model. These spatially normalized images were smoothed to minimize noise and residual differences in gyral anatomy with a Gaussian filter, set at 8 mm f ull width at half maximum, producing an effective spatial resolution of 9.9 ϫ 9.9 ϫ 9.8 mm. Data sets were then selected for their high quality as demonstrated by small motion correction (Ͻ2 mm) and matched voxel variance across sessions (Mattay et al., 1996) . Based on these criteria, we excluded one PD patient from the final analysis, which was performed using nine PD patients and nine age/ gender-matched NC s. Voxel-wise signal intensities for each contrast image were ratio normalized to the whole-brain global mean.
These preprocessed data sets were analyzed using a second-level random effects model that accounts for both scan-to-scan and subject-tosubject variability (Holmes and Friston, 1998) . This approach allows for a more critical and stringent exploration of BOLD responses than traditional fixed effects models that only account for scan-to-scan variability. To accomplish this second-level analysis, predetermined condition effects at each voxel were calculated using a t statistic for each subject and session, producing a statistical image for the contrast emotion task versus control task. These individual contrast images were then used to identif y both main effects of task for each group (PD drug off, PD drug on, and NC s) using a one sample t test as well as group differences in task-specific regional responses using either a paired t test to determine differences in drug state within the PD population (drug off vs drug on) or an ANOVA to compare response differences between NC s and PD patients and between patients with a history of depression and those without, during both the drug-on and -off states.
A height and extent threshold of p Ͻ 0.05 was used to identif y significant voxels for all comparisons. A small volume correction for multiple comparisons was used for a priori regions of interest, namely the amygdala. We performed Student's t test on clinical ratings (UPDRS, motor subscale scores) and task performance (percentage correct and reaction time) to determine significant differences across groups and drug states.
RESULTS

BOLD fMRI results
Consistent with previous reports (Davis and Whalen, 2001) , perceptual processing of angry and fearful facial expressions was associated with a strong bilateral amygdala response in NCs ( In PD patients during the drug-off state, there was no significant amygdala response, but there were significant responses in the posterior fusiform gyri (Fig. 2b) . However, there was a significant bilateral amygdala response in these same PD patients during the drug-on state (Fig. 2c) . The responses of sensory and association cortices identified in NCs were also present in PD patients during both the drug-off and drug-on states (Fig. 2b,c) .
These findings were also corroborated by direct comparisons between NCs and PD patients during both drug-off and drug-on states, which also highlighted interesting differences. Specifically, regions such as the amygdala and posterior fusiform gyrus showed a greater response in the NCs compared with both PD drug states (Fig. 3a,b) . In contrast, a more robust Broca's area response was present in both PD drug states in comparison with NCs (Table 2) . Within the PD patients, the direct comparison revealed an increase in the response of both the amygdala and right posterior fusiform gyrus in the drug-on state relative to the drug-off state (Fig. 3c) . No brain regions exhibited a greater response in the drug-off state in comparison with the drug-on state. There was no significant difference in the response of the amygdala between patients with a history of depression and those without, during either the drug-on or -off state.
Behavioral results
All patients showed a significant improvement in their motor symptoms during the drug-on state when compared with the drug-off state (Table 3 ). There were no significant differences in either accuracy or reaction time for the control task across groups. Although the mean accuracy score for the emotion task was in general lower during the drug-off state compared with both the drug-on state and NCs, this difference did not reach statistical Figure 1 . Experimental paradigm. A, During the emotion task, subjects viewed a trio of faces and had to select which one of two faces (bottom) expressed the same emotion as a target face (top). The identity of all three faces was always different, and an equal number of male and female faces was presented. B, During the control task, the subjects viewed a trio of geometric shapes and had to select which one of two shapes (bottom) was identical to a target shape (top).
significance. There was no significant difference in reaction time for the emotion task across three groups.
DISCUSSION
Our results provide the first in vivo evidence of abnormal amygdala responses in patients with PD. In comparison with NCs, patients with PD in both the drug-off and drug-on states showed a reduced amygdala response during the perceptual processing of angry and fearful faces. Our results also provide the first in vivo demonstration in human subjects of dopamine modulation of the amygdala. Dopamine repletion appeared to partially restore the response of the amygdala in PD patients, as evidenced by the increased BOLD response in the drug-on state relative to the drug-off state.
The potentiated amygdala response in the dopamine-replete state relative to the hypodopaminergic state may reflect dopamine gating of amygdala inputs and subsequent increased amygdala neuronal activity. Recently, Hariri et al. (2002) , using this same BOLD fMRI paradigm in healthy subjects, reported a robust potentiation of the response of the amygdala by dextroamphetamine, a nonspecific monoaminergic agonist that primarily acts via dopamine neurotransmission (Pierce and Kalivas, 1997; Zhang and Xu, 2001 ). Moreover, Grace (1999, 2001) via in vivo intracellular recordings, have shown that dopamine potentiates the response of the amygdala by attenuating the inhibitory influence of prefrontal inputs and augmenting the excitatory influence of sensory inputs. Thus, our findings appear to be consistent with their data.
In addition to the differential amygdala response, we observed a greater response of the fusiform gyri in NCs compared with PD patients, as well as in the dopamine-deplete relative to -replete states within PD. Several possible phenomena may underlie these observed differences. First, the amygdala, through excitatory feedback (Aggleton, 1993) , can amplify the response in these object-specific processing regions in an effort to improve recognition and refine behavioral responses to affect-laden sensory stimuli (Morris et al., 1998) . Thus, it is conceivable that the partial restoration of the response of these areas during the dopamine-replete state reflects the restoration of the amygdala response and subsequent positive feedback. Alternatively, the restoration of responses in these face-processing regions may reflect dopaminergic influences through direct midbrain projections. General deficits in face processing, in the absence of an affective component, have been reported in PD (Dewick et al., 1991) . Finally, such response alterations may reflect more complex interactions between multiple interconnected brain regions and circuits. For example, the amygdala can drive the response of the PFC, through the locus ceruleus, and in turn, the PFC can drive the response of these sensory regions (LeDoux, 1997) .
The observed differences in the physiological response of these brain regions between NCs and PD patients were clearly evident Figure 2 . Statistical parametric maps illustrating the difference in the BOLD response of the amygdala across the three groups ( p Ͻ 0.05, corrected). There was a robust bilateral amygdala response in NCs ( a) that was absent in patients during the drug-off state ( b). The same PD patients showed a significant amygdala response during the drug-on state ( c). Robust bilateral responses in the posterior fusiform gyrus are also represented in all three groups. in the absence of significant differences at the level of observable behavior, with patients in both the hypodopaminergic and dopamine-replete states performing the task as well as NCs. The absence of a behavioral impairment in our patients, all in the early stages of the disease, is consistent with previous reports of normal recognition of facial emotions in mild to moderate PD (Adolphs et al., 1998; Breitenstein et al., 1998) and may reflect compensatory processes, such as the recruitment of canonical language regions (i.e., Broca's area) observed in the current study, to maintain task performance. Significant deficits in recognizing facial emotions, however, have been observed in subgroups of PD patients with severe symptomatology and cognitive impairment (Benke et al., 1998; Breitenstein et al., 1998) . Thus, we speculate that advancing disease may decrease the efficacy of such compensatory mechanisms as patients develop degeneration of additional neuronal populations. Regardless of these potential long-term changes, our results suggest that the emotional deficits seen in PD may reflect the lack of engagement of the amygdala in response to affect-laden sensory stimuli and that dopamimetic treatment influences this response and, possibly, normal emotional behavior. An abnormal functional response of the amygdala in patients with PD is consistent with previous reports demonstrating involvement of this region during the course of PD. Specifically, a 30 -45% reduction of 2-␤-carbomethoxy-3␤-(4-[ 11 C]fluorophenyl) tropane (phenyltropane analog of cocaine) binding has been reported not only in the striatum but also in the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex of patients with PD, even in the early stages of the disease, suggesting a loss of DA terminals (Ouchi et al., 1999) . Moreover, postmortem studies have found severe neuropathological changes characterized by the presence of Lewy bodies in both input (accessory cortical nucleus) and output (central nucleus) regions of the amygdala in PD patients (Braak et al., 1994; Forno, 1996) . Because of the influence of the amygdala on midbrain and hypothalamic centers regulating autonomic functions, such degenerative changes may contribute to the autonomic dysfunction (e.g., orthostatic hypotension and hyperhidrosis) frequently associated with PD (Chaudhuri, 2001) . Amygdala dysfunction has been implicated in the pathogenesis of depression (Drevets, 2001) , an affective disorder linked to a variety of neurotransmitter abnormalities, including DA deficiency in mesocorticolimbic projections. Comorbid depression is also common in PD (Yamamoto, 2001 ) and may be related to the amygdala deficits we observe in our sample. In fact, five of the nine PD patients included in our analysis had a previous history of depression, and three of these five patients were taking antidepressant drugs at the time of our study. A post hoc analysis comparing subgroups, however, did not reveal any significant difference in the response of the amygdala during either the drug-on or -off states between these groups. Although comorbid depression in our small sample appears to be unrelated to differences in amygdala activity, such possible links merit additional exploration in larger samples of PD patients. Such investigations may prove important for understanding and treating the comorbid affective disturbances found in PD.
